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Abstract
Threat Hunting is proactively looking out for threats in your organization. Manual
hunting is totally dependent on hunter skills and expertise. The entire world is
moving towards automation so why can’t we add this flavor of automation in our
threat hunting process. We all know threat hunting can never be fully automated
but let’s try making it semi-automated with cyber analytics approach. Machine
learning along with threat hunting on a manual level will not only identify known
threats but also zero days and APT whose behavior is unknown to the entire
world.
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What is Threat hunting?
In traditional security monitoring approach, most of the blue teamers look
out for threats based on the alerts being triggered out by SIEM or other security
devices. In addition to alert–driven approach, why can’t we add a continuous
process for finding stuff from the data without any alerts driving us for incident.
That’s the process of Threat hunting, proactively looking out for threats in
network. Those threats which are not identified by your existing security solutions
or attacks which bypassed your solutions can be hunted down using this process.
Instead of depending on tools for giving us alert, we can manually hunt
down for threats in our organization based on real world threats discovered on a
daily basis. But do you think it’s possible manually considering the scarce number
of skilled threat hunters. In order to cope up with this issue, we need some
automation in our hunting process and cyber security analytic can be useful.

Threat Hunting is not a Technology but Approach

As a Security analyst, Threat Hunting is applying our knowledge in an effective
way to look out for any anomalies in the environment. A threat hunter uses
critical-thinking skills and creativity to look at patterns of normal behavior and be
able to identify behavior anomalies.

Different ways of hunting
• Manual – Analyst need to continuously looking for anything that could be
evidence/indicator of intrusion.
• Important for the threat hunter to keep current on the latest security
research.
-Akash Sarode
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• Automated/Machine-assisted – Analyst uses software that leverages
“Machine Learning” and “UEBA” to inform analyst about potential risks.
• It helps in providing Predictive and Prescriptive analytics.

Threat Hunting Process

STEP 1
Develop
Hypothesis

STEP 5

STEP 2

Operationalize

Gather
Data

hunting

STEP 4
Automate
tasks
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1) Develop Hypothesis – Hypothesis means what you want to look for, like
looking out for powershell commands making connection to internet etc.
2) Gather data – Based on the hypothesis, look out for data you need to
collect for hunting.
3) Test hypothesis and gather hunting – Once data is collected, look out for
threats based on behavior, search queries.
4) Automate certain tasks – Threat hunting can never be fully automated but
semi-automated.
5) Operationalize Threat Hunting – Now, instead of ad-hoc hunting,
operationalize your hunting program so that we can perform continuous
threat hunting.

Gathering Hypothesis
Hypothesis is obtained from multiple sources:•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reading articles
security news
New APT public report
Twitter
Frameworks
Blogs
Sigma rules

Threat hunting is carried out on every kind of data sources like endpoint, network,
perimeter, etc. Its just applying our knowledge in effective way to find anomalies.
Critical thinking skills are required. Threat Intelligence which consists of Indicators
of Compromise (IOC’s) also plays important role in performing hunting.
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MITRE ATT&CK for hunting
Most of the threat hunting platforms uses “Attack MITRE” adversary
model.MITRE ATT&CK™ is a globally-accessible knowledge base of adversary
tactics and techniques based on real-world observations.
MITRE ATT&CK™ is a globally-accessible knowledge base of adversary tactics and
techniques based on real-world observations. The ATT&CK knowledge base is
used as a foundation for the development of specific threat models and
methodologies in the private sector, in government, and in the cybersecurity
product and service community.

The knowledge base consists of many Tactics, corresponding techniques to those
tactics and its underlying procedure to follow. Majorly tactics consists of following
content:· Initial access
· Execution
· Persistence
· Privilege escalation
· Credential access
· Defense Evasion
· Discovery
· Lateral movement
· Collection
· Command and control
-Akash Sarode
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· Exfiltration
· Impact

Attack MITRE has also came up with a project name “CAR” Cyber Analytics
Repository.
The Mitre team has listed down all those adversary behaviors and attack vectors
carries out by an adversary on a victim machine. It provides you with description
as well as some references regarding the threats, based on historical outbreak. It
uses TTP’s Tactics, Techniques and Procedures and maps it to Cyber Kill chain.
Most of the threat hunting methodology uses Mitre framework to carry out
hunting process.

Analytics & Machine learning
Cyber Security Analytics is the process of applying analytics to billions to
logs which are collected from various IT infrastructure devices to identify any kind
of unusual behavior or threat. Analytics is nothing but generating some kind of
pattern from data. Analytics can be Stack counting, Machine learning and much
more. In Cyber analytics, we apply some kind of formula/analytic to large amount
of data and generate output which plays an important role in detecting threats.
Output can be in the form of graphs, pie charts, etc. Anomalies, outliers can be
detected using analytical approach. In addition to manual process, we can also
use the output which we get from machine learning models used to identify any
kind of outliers in our environment so that we can further hunt the threat down.
The data which is required for cyber analytics can be collected in various forms
such as:•
•
•

Endpoint logs
User and entity data
Network Traffic
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•
•
•

Cloud resources
Identity & access management
Threat Intelligence feeds

Machine Learning plays an important role in analytical solution. Machine
learning consists of various algorithms which can be applied to data and output
can be generated based on the type of algorithm used. Mostly classification and
clustering algorithms are used in Cyber security. It involves training set and test
set wherein we initially train our data based on the training set and once, the
algorithm has learned our data, we used new set of data or test set to generate
output based on the algorithm.

Machine Learning & Cyber Security
Machine Security is of utmost importance for any organization and we need to
blend in both these technologies together i.e. Machine Learning and Cyber
Security to achieve this. There are multiple ways in which machine learning can be
used in cyber security.
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Anomaly detection, malware identification, Spam detection, Phishing detection,
network intrusion detection, and many more are various application of Machine
Learning in Cyber Security. So our problem is to understand whether Machine
Learning is really worth learning data and if yes, how is it learning and how can it
be applied to cyber security. To answer all these questions, we will practically
demonstrate an application of ML in cyber threat Hunting.
Entire manual process of hunting may take time but this automation to
some extent may ease down a work of threat hunter.
Threat Hunting can never be fully automated, but it can be semiautomated!!
Let’s understand how we can use this semi-automated process.
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Practical Threat hunting with automation
Let the Games of Threat Hunting begin….In this paper, I will be focusing on
the web server logs which we collect from web servers similar to what we do in
our SIEM. Various tools are available in market which performs the process of
analytics using logs but we are going to perform each and every step manually, so
that you understand what exactly happens behind the tool.

STEP 1 –
We need to have some web server traffic which can be distinguished as Normal
Traffic and Anomalous traffic. This would be raw logs as we see in our SIEM or
logs folder on server. Once, we have those logs we need to prepare a data set out
of those logs which we can ingest to our machine learning algorithm. This data set
can be in any format, For the purpose of simplicity, let’s use csv format.
Creating data set out of traffic is very trivial. We will be using basic python
functions for the same. Please find the below mentioned code snapshot:-
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STEP 2Once, we get this data set csv file containing labeled data as Malicious and NonMalicious, we need to read this data. Multiple fields are available in our data set
such as UserAgent, URL, bytes, Referer, request type, but we will be using Query
part of URL field to perform some analytics. The idea is based on the query
parameter which are already labeled, our machine learning model will learn from
data set and then once it has learned, it will be able to predict out which log is
malicious or normal based on its learning.
Have a look at data set which has been formed:
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So, we need to tokenize each word in url query field and use an NLP (Natural
Language processing ) model to convert text to number based on weights as
machine learning model is based on numbers. We wil be using Word2Vec model
to perform these steps.

STEP 3After converting the text to numbers based on their importance, we have data set
which contains data in the form of numerals. Now, we will be using Support
Vector machine (SVM) classifier model as our ML model to perform learning.
-Akash Sarode
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Our new file after second step is renamed as payload_final.csv

We will be splitting our data into training set and test set

STEP 4 –
Once, the model has undergone learning, cross check the false positive ratio using
confusion matrix

STEP 5 –
Start predicting the traffic based on our machine learning model as malicious or
normal. This will provide us with outlier which many of the modern day tools
perform.
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These steps are the basic building block of any threat hunting / cyber security
analytics tool which helps us to add some automation to our manual threat
hunting process. I will soon be publishing the code in my github account as well https://github.com/akky2892

Conclusion
There always seems to be a race involved between an attacker and
defender/hunter to stay ahead in their respective responsibility and this game
requires some assistance to stay ahead. One such assistance to threat hunter is
what we have demonstrated. We need to be Gamer and not a Noob in this
exercise.
This assistance is of utmost importance when there is recent type of attack which
doesn’t have any kind of signature or behavior description anywhere on the
internet. Even after performing some manual searches, we are not able to
identify the attack vectors and in such cases, machine learning plays an important
part in our detection process.
That’s how the Game of Threat hunting can be won !!!
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